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INDIRECT PROOFS IN ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS 

CHAPTER I 

THE LOGICAL STRUCTURE OF INDIRECT PROOFS 

Most mathematical theorems are stated, or can be stated, 

in the form of an " if ... , then... " sentence. In sentential 

calculus such a sentence is called a conditional sentence or an impli- 

cation. The clause prefixed by the word "if" is referred to as the 

"antecedent" of the conditional sentence, while the clause beginning 

with the word "then" is named the "consequent. " Early in a stu- 

dent's study of mathematics he becomes acquainted with conditional 

sentences. The first theorem met in most high school geometry 

texts is, "If two straight lines intersect, then the vertical angles 

are equal. " Also, in geometry the implication is considered as an 

object for study in itself. At this time the antecedent is more usually 

called the "hypothesis, " and the consequent is known as the "conclu- 

s ion. " 

The proof of a conditional sentence is a combination of the 

hypothesis and previously obtained information in the form of a valid 

argument which logically yields the conclusion. Thus, the theorem 

from geometry mentioned above is proved by combining the hypothesis 

with the definition of supplementary angles and the postulate, 
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"Supplements of the same angle are equal, " in a form which leads 

to the conclusion. The structure of a proof is a "valid argument, " 

if the conclusion results not because of the content of the premises, 

but due to their form and the form of the combination of these facts. 

This process used in the proofs of mathematical theorems is called 

"deductive inference. " Its consideration is the subject of mathemati- 

cal or symbolic logic. 

Logicians have agreed on a number of basic rules of deductive 

inference. The purpose of the first part of this chapter is to outline 

this set of rules. This is not intended to be a complete development 

of symbolic logic. It is only a sketch of some of the fundamental 

rules which will be referred to in later parts of this paper. Two 

assumptions and four basic rules will be discussed. The notation 

used here is that found in Introduction to Finite Mathematics [5] . 

Law of the excluded middle. The law of the excluded middle 

states that any sentence must be either true or false. Symbolically, 

p V (^-p) must be a true sentence. 

Law of contradiction. A second fundamental assumption of 

deductive inference is the law of contradiction. This law states that 

a sentence cannot be both true and false. Symbolically, 

[pA("p)] must be a true sentence. 
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Modus Ponens. The fundamental rule of inference is called 

"modus ponens. " This rule states that if an implication is accepted 

as true, and, in addition, the antecedent is accepted as true, then 

the consequent must be accepted as true. Symbolically, modus ponens 

asserts that the following sentence is true : 

[ p A (p --q)1 - q 

This rule is also known as the law of detachment. That is, if one 

accepts both an implication and its hypothesis as true sentences, the 

hypothesis may be detached from the implication leaving the conclu- 

sion as a true statement. 

Rule of introducing a premise. A proof has been described 

as, "a combination of the hypothesis and previously obtained infor- 

mation. . " To assure the validity of using the hypothesis and addi- 

tional information in a proof the following rule is stated: A premise 

may be introduced at any point in the development of a proof. In later 

examples this rule will be referred to as "premise. " 

Rule of substitution. If two sentences are equivalent, either 

one may replace the other in any situation. There are many tautolo- 

gies frequently used in connection with this rule of substitution. In 

some developments of the rules of inference several of these are con- 

sidered as distinct rules. The following is a list of some of the 
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frequently used equivalence tautologies. 

1. Law of double negation: 

2. Law of contraposition: 

3. De Morgan's laws: 

--("P)~P 

(p q).^.q-^'p) 
ti (p V q) `-' (^'p) A (-g) 
^' (P A cl) .-. (--13) V (^' q ) 

4. Law of equivalence for implication and disjunction: 

(p q) (^ pv(4) 

5. Law of negation for implication: 

6. Laws for biconditional sentences: 

7. Commutative laws: 

8. Associative laws : 

9. Distributive laws: 

10. Idempotent laws: 

..,(p -**q)"--(Pn ^'q) 

(P~q)~(P-.q) A (q--p) 

(P-q)`---(P A q) V (^-P A ^'g) 

(PVq)~(qV p) 

(PA q) ~'(gn p) 

(PVq)Vr'--'pV(gVr) 
(Pn ci) nr'"'pA(qAr) 

p v q)A(PVr) 
P V A q) V (PA r) 

(PVP) ~`P 
(PAP) ~P 

The fact that each of these is a tautology may be verified by 

a truth table. For example, the table for the law of double negation 

A (q 
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shows that ^-p)] and p always agree in truth values. 

P ~ P "(^-13) ^-(--13)'-' P 

T F T T 
F T F T 

As a more complicated example consider the second law for bicondi- 

tional sentences. 

(p q) [ (P A q) y (^'P A ^' qJ -- .-_ 

T 
T 
F 
F 

T 
F 
F TF 

T 
F 
T 

T 
T 
T 
T 

T 
T 
F 
F 

T 
F 
F 
F 

T 
F TF 
F 

T 
F 

T 

F 
F TF 
T 

F 
F 

T 

F 
T 
F 
T 

(1) (3) (1) (5) (1) (3) (1) (4) (2) (3) (2) 

(The numbers at the bottom of the columns indicate the order in 

which the table is completed. ) 

It should be noticed that the law of equivalence for implication 

and disjunction could be used as a definition of the conditional sen- 

tence. So that the sentence, "If it is raining, the ground is wet, " 

permits two possible situations: either "It is not raining, " or 

"The ground is wet. " Symbolically, let "p" represent It is 

not raining, " and "q" replace "The ground is wet. " Then 

"p implies q" allows either "not p" or 

i.e. (P (^'pV q) 

I '( 

1 

"q. " 
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Rule of conditional proof. If a sentence, p, and a col- 

lection of previously accepted premises infer a sentence, q, 

then the conditional, p - q, can be accepted as a true 

sentence. This is a statement of the rule of conditional proof. A 

proof of a conditional sentence is actually not complete without the 

final step asserting the implication itself to be true. 

Tautologies. In addition to the equivalence tautologies there 

are a number of other tautologies used in the proofs of theorems. 

A few of these are listed below. Again it should be noted that some 

of the tautologies in this list are considered to be separate rules in 

other discussions of inference. The approach here is to state that 

any tautology may be used at any time in a proof, and then to list 

some of those more commonly used. 

1. Law of contrapositive inference (modus tollendo tollens): 

[(^-q) A (p ~ q)] -(^-p) 

2. Law of disjunctive syllogism (modus tollendo ponens): 

[(^'p)A(pVq)1 -q 

3. Law of simplification: (PA q) p 

4. Law of addition: p - (p V q) 

5. Law of hypothetical syllogism: [(p -q) A (qr)] --(p -' r) 

- 
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6. Law of exportation: [ (p A q) p 

7. Law of importation: [P-'(q---r)] -` [ (PA g)--r] 

8. Laws of addition in implication: (p- q) --[(p V r)--(q V r)] 

(p-q)--[(p A r) -(q A r)] 

9. Law of absurdity: [p--(r A ^-r)] -^- p 

Truth tables verifying the law of simplification and the law of 

importation are completed here. 

Law of simplification: 

P A q - P 

T 
T 
F 
F 

T 
F 
F 
F 

T 
F 
T 
F 

T 
T 
T 
T 

T 
T 
F 
F 

Law of importation: 

[p (q r)] [(p A q) --. /I - 
T T T T T T T T T T T 
T F T F F T T T T F F 
T TF T T T T F F T T 
T TF T F T T F F T F 
F T T T T T F F T T T 
F T T F F T F F T TF 
F T F T T T F F F T T 
F T F T F T F F F T F 

(1) (3) (1) (2) (1) (4) (1) (2) (1) (3) (1) 

---r] -b [ - -(q -r)] 

. - - - 



This completes the outline of the rules and assumptions of 

deductive inference. Now the intention is to use these laws to analyze 

the structures of various forms of indirect proof. 

High school geometry texts usually define "indirect proof" as 

a method in which one assumes the conclusion of a proposition to be 

false, and then shows that this leads to a contradiction of the hypothe- 

sis or an established fact. Thus, if it cannot be true that the conclu- 

sion is false, the law of the excluded middle requires the conclusion 

to be true. This definition is possibly too restrictive. It clearly 

defines the indirect methods of proving a theorem by (1) proving the 

contrapositive, and (2) proving that if the theorem is false, it contra- 

dicts an accepted fact. The latter is commonly referred to as the 

" reductio ad absurdum" method of proof. There are, however, 

other methods of indirect proof which differ in logical structure from 

either of these two. In fact, the same geometry books which contain 

the above definition of indirect proof use other forms in proofs of 

theorems. A more inclusive definition of "indirect proof" might 

be: a method of proof in which a theorem is proved by proving a 

proposition which is equivalent to or implies the original theorem. 

With this definition many logical structures can be considered as 

types of indirect proofs. Therefore, in order to prove the statement, 

"p - q, " it will be sufficient to prove one of the following: 

8 
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(1) (^-q) (^-p) (contrapositive) 

(2) ( 1 3 

(3) (P n ti q) _` (^,p) 

(4) (P n ^'q) -(r n ^'r) (reductio ad absurdum) 

(5) p -[(qv r) A ^'rl (exclusion) 

Contrapositive (^- q-i^ p). Probably the most common form 

of indirect proof found in mathematics books is that of proving the 

contrapositive. This method of proof is based on the law of contra- 

position, listed above with the equivalence tautologies. A truth table 

shows that the contrapositive of a theorem is equivalent to the theo- 

rem. 

(p _. q) (....q - ^p) `.-. 

T 
T 
F 
F 

T 
F 
T 
T 

T 
F 
T 
F 

T 
T 
T 
T 

F 
T 
F 
T 

T 
F 
T 
T 

F 
F 
T 
T 

This equivalence could also be proven using other rules of 

inference. The proof is given here in the usual column form of high 

school geometry. 

To prove: (p ~ q) (^' q --^'p) 

-' 

^' g) - q 

--- 
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Proof: 

1. p -- q 

2. .., q 

3. p 

4. [(p -'q)i 

5. (P" q)-(^' q 

6. (^- q)- (".p) 

7. p 

'"-P) 

11. 

15. (Pq)'-(`., g _. p) 

1. Premise. 

2. Premise. 

3. Contrapositive inference. 

4. Conditional proof. 

5. Law of exportation. 

6. Premise. 

7. Premise. 

8. Double negation. 

9. Substitution. 

10. Contrapositive inference (6, 9). 

11. Double negation. 

12. Substitution 

13. Conditional proof (6,7,12). 

14. Law of exportation. 

15. First law for biconditional 
sentences (5, 14). 

It should be noted that the above proof makes the law of contra- 

position a theorem of logic, not an assumed postulate. As previously 

stated, this is not intended to be a rigorous development of the rules 

of logic. Nevertheless, the proof of the law of contraposition is an 

indication that not all of the rules of inference must be assumed. 

^-q] --'-p 

8. p [ ^- ('- p)1 

9. ^ -(^-p) 

10. ^ -(^-q) 

[ ^- (^- q)1 ----q 

12. q 

13. [(^- q- -,-^-p)n p]--q 

14. [ (^- q)- (^- p)1 --(p --q) 

(P q) 
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Some can be derived from others. This proof is an example of these 

derivations. 

The structure of an indirect proof of the contrapositive type can 

be demonstrated using symbols. The proof would have the following 

form: 

1. q 1. Premise. 

2. 2. 

3. 3. 

k. ^-p k. 

..,,p .e. Conditional proof . 

m. p m. Premise. 

n. p q n. Contrapositive inference. 

In this proof ( ^' q) is used as a premise. Then by some chain of 

steps (--p) is concluded. Therefore, (^- q '. p) is inferred, 

and this in turn is equivalent to (p - q). So, (p q) is concluded. 

Specific examples in Chapter II will help to clarify this structure. 

f (p i\ ^-q) - q] . The second method of indirect proof consists 

of proving the implication, 

(P A ^ q) ` q. 

f. 

, 
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Here, the hypothesis and the negation of the conclusion are taken as 

premises, and it is shown that these imply the conclusion. 

The equivalence between the implication proved in this method 

and " p q" can be verified by a truth table. 

[(p A ^' q) _. q] (p - q) - 
T 
T 
F 
F 

F 
T 
F 
F 

F 
T 
F 
T 

T 
F 
T 
T 

T 
F 
T 
F 

T 
T 
T 
T 

T 
T 
F 
F 

T 
F 
T 
T 

T 
F 
T 
F 

However, this equivalence was not listed in the rules of inference. 

Thus, a proof based on those rules might be more satisfying. 

Again the usual column form of high school geometry is employed. 

To prove: [(P ^ q)-1.q] 

Proof: 

(p " q) - 

1. (pA ^-q) -i q 1. Premise. 

2. [(p A - q)-q] ---[- (p A --q) V q] 2. Equivalence for implication 
and disjunction. 

3. [--(13 A ^-q)] V q 3. Substitution. 

4. [-(pA...q ]- -.[tip V ^- (^-q)j 4. DeMorgan's law for conjunction. 

5. [ "p V -(--q)] V q 5. Substitution. 

6. 6. Double negation. [^- (^-q)] q 

7. [^-p V q] V q 7. Substitution. 

8. [(^-p V q) V q] --q." -p V (q V q)] 8. Associative law. 

- 
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9. (-I)) 9. Substitution. 

10. (qv q)`-.q 10. Idempotent. 

11. (^.p) V q 11. Substitution. 

12. 12. Equivalence for implication 
and disjunction. 

[ (^n)) V qj 

13. p - q 13. Substitution. 

14. [(PA -q)---cd 14. Conditional proof. 

The implication in the opposite direction can be proved by retracing 

steps 1 to 13 in reverse order. Therefore, 

Up 
A ^' q)ql 

is established as another equivalence tautology. 

An indirect proof of this type would have a structure similar to 

the following: 

1. (pA"-q) 

2. 

3. 

k. q 

Q. (pA ^.q)--.q 

m. [(p A es-q)--t-cd 

n. p - q 

1. Premise. 

2. 

3. 

k. 

Q . Conditional proof. 

m. Tautology. 

n. Substitution. 

V NV q) 

~'(P -g) 

-(p-c0 

(P-q) 
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In this case (p A ^-q) is used as a premise, and by a chain of steps 

q is deduced. The rule for conditional proof then allows the implica- 

tion, 

[(pA'.'q) -qJ. 

This implication is equivalent to (p q). So, finally, the sentence, 

(p q), is inferred. 

[(p A ^-q) ~(^-p)] . Using the same premise as in the preceding 

method and reaching the conclusion, (^-p), infers the conditional 

sentence, 

[(pA --q) 

The following truth table shows that this statement is equivalent to 

[(p A ^'g) - (^,P)] (Pg) -` 
I 

T 
T 
F 
F 

F 
T 
F 
F 

. 

F 
T 
F 
T 

T 
F 
T 
T 

F 
F 
T 
T 

T 
T 
T 
T 

T 
F 
T 
T 

The rules of inference can be used to prove this tautology. 

In presenting this proof the pairs of steps involving an equivalence 

tautology and a substitution based on this tautology will be reduced 

to one step. The tautology itself will not be shown as a step. The 

(^-P)1 

(P ~ q) 

, 

- 
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result of the substitution will be stated, and the particular tautology 

upon which the substitution is based will be quoted as the reason. 

To prove: [(Pn --q) -(^-P)1 

Proof: 

-'q) (P ~ 

1. (p A ^-q) (^-p) 1. Premise. 

2. [^. (P n ^-01 V (^'P) 2. Equivalence for implication 
and disjunction. 

3. [(^'p) V ^,(^-q)] 
V N p) 3. DeMorgan's law for conjunction. 

4. [(^'P) V q] V (^-p) 4. Double negation. 

5. [qv (^-P)] y (^'P) 5. Commutative. 

6. g V (^.P 6. Associative. 

7. q ^'p 7. Idempotent. 

8. ^-pV q 8. Commutative. 

9. p q 9. Equivalence for implication 
and disjunction. 

10. [(pA ^- q)- -(gyp)] 10. Conditional proof. 

The implication in the opposite direction can be proved by stating 

steps 1 to 9 in reverse order. Therefore, the equivalence is 

proved. 

The proof of a theorem by this indirect method would have the 

following form: 

- 

- (p --q) 

-' 
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1. (p A q) 1. Premise. 

2. 2. 

3. 3. 

k. ^'p k. 

.Q. (p /1 ~ (^'P) 12. Conditional proof. 

m. [(p n ^'q)-4(".p)] `-(P -q) m. Tautology. 

n. (P'g) n. Substitution. 

Reductio ad absurdum [(p A -'-q) (r A"-r)] . The method of 

"reductio ad absurdum" may appear to have a more complicated 

structure than the first three methods. However, it probably comes 

closest to satisfying the intuitive concept of indirect proof. That is, 

if the hypothesis and the negation of the conclusion are assumed to be 

true and this leads to a contradiction of an established fact, it is 

readily accepted that the conclusion must be true. A truth table 

confirms the results of the intuitive consideration. 
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[(p A ^,q) - (r ^'r)] (p q) '-' 
TF F T TF F T T T T TF F T F F T T T T T 
T T TF T F F T TF F 
T T TF F F T T TF F 
F F F T TF F TF T T 
F F F TF F T T F T T 
F F T T T F F T F TF 
F F T TF F T T F T F 

The proof of this equivalence is based on the law of absurdity 

and the law of negation for implication. 

To prove: [(pa ^- q) --(rA ^-r)] --i (p q) 

Proof: 
1. (p A ^ q) -(r A ^-r) 1. Premise. 

2. [(pa ^-q) --(rl ^-r)]- -[^- (p1\ '-q)] 2. Law of absurdity. 

3. --(ph ^-q) 3. Modus ponens. 

4. [ (p --q)] -' (pA^- q) 4. Negation for implication. 

5. [ (p --q)] 5. Substitution. 

6. p q 6. Double negation. 

7. [(p A ^-q) --(r A ^-r)] -(p -- q) 7. Conditional proof. 

Steps 1 to 6, stated in reverse order prove the implication in the 

opposite direction. Therefore, 

[(P ^' q) (r n ^'r)] (P q) 

is a tautology. 

^ 

I 

- 

- 

- - 
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The method of "reductio ad absurdum" involves the following 

pattern in the proof of (p 

1. (pA q) 1. Premise. 

2. 2. 

3. 3. 

k. (rA^-r) k. 

1. (pA q) -'(rA ^-r) Q . Conditional proof. 

m. [(P n ^'q) -y(r n - r)1---- m. Tautology. 

n. p --q n. Substitution. 

The law of negation for implication adds to the understanding 

of the preceding three methods of indirect proof. In each of these 

cases the hypothesis of the statement being proved is (pA 

The law of negation for implication states that this sentence is equiva- 

lent to [ - ( p -0 1 . Thus in each of the three methods the implica- 

tion, (p -- q), is proved by assuming it to be false and showing that 

this leads to a contradiction. In the first case the assumption implies 

"q" which contradicts the premise, 

the conclusion reached is 

In the second method 

"^-a" , which contradicts the premise, 

"a" . Finally, in the " reductio ad absurdum" proof assuming the 

- q). 

4) 

^-q). 

, "^- q" . 

(p 
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negation of (p q) implies (rA ^- r). But this violates the law of 

contradiction. In each case [^-(p -p q)] must be false, and, there- 

fore, (p - q) is true. 

Exclusion {p -[(q v r) A (^-r)] } -(p -q). The last type of 

indirect proof to be considered here is commonly referred to in 

mathematics texts as the "exclusion method. " In the "exclusion 

method" all possible conclusions of a proposition are considered, 

and all but one are proved to be false. This implies that the re- 

maining possibility is the true conclusion of the proposition. The 

symbolic expression of this method and the fact that the final implica- 

tion is valid are shown in a truth table. 

{p ~ [(q V r) A 'r] } - (pg) 
T F T T T F F T T 
T T T T F T T T T 
T F F T T F F T F 
T F F F F F T T F 
F T T T T F F T T 
F T T T F T T T T 
F T F T T F F T T 
F T F F F F T T T 

The rules of inference can also be used to prove the implica- 

tion underlying the "exclusion method. " 

To prove: {p -' [(qv r)A (^-r)] }-- (p -w q) 
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Proof: 
1. p-[ (qv r)A (-rr)] 1. Premise. 

2. p -[ (^'r) A (q V r)} 2. Commutative. 

3. p -'i(--rA q) V (^-rA r)] 3. Distributive. 

4. [(^-rA q) V (^-r r)] 4. Premise. 

5. (^-rA r) 5.; Law of contradiction. 

6. {[s-(^- rAr)]A[(^- r/q)V(^ -rn r)] }- i(^ -rAq) 6. Disjunctive syllogism. 

7. r A q 7. Modus ponens (4, 5, 6). 

8. [(^-r q) V (^- r A r)] -'(^-r i q) 8. Conditional proof 
(4, 7). 

9. p (^-r Aq) 9. Hypothetical syllogism 
(3, 8). 

10. (^-p) V (^-r A q) 10. Equivalence for implica- 
tion and disjunction. 

11. (^-p V ^-r) A (--p V q) 11. Distributive. 

12. (per) A (p--q) 12. Equivalence for implica- 
tion and disjunction. 

13. [(p -^-r) A (P-c01--(13 - q) 13. Simplification. 

14. p -- q 14. Modus ponens. 

15. {p --[(qV r) ("-r)] } -(pue q) 15. Conditional proof 
(1, 14). 

This final method of proof is the only one of the five in which 

the sentence proved is not equivalent to the original sentence, (p-i-q). 

In this case the proposition, 

A 

A 

-- 

A 
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P -' [(g v A r) (^'r)] , 

is "stronger" than the required original implication. 

The following demonstrates the structure of a proof using the 

"exclusion method. " 

1. 

2. 

3. 

P 1. Premise. 

2. 

3. 

k. (q V r) k. 

.Q. ^-r .Q. 

m. p-[ (q V r)A ^-r] m. Conditional proof. 

n. {p--[ (q V r) A ^-r] } -(p- q) n. Tautology. 

o. p - q o. Modus ponens. 
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CHAPTER II 

INDIRECT PROOFS USED IN SECONDARY MATHEMATICS 

The method of indirect proof occurs frequently in secondary 

school mathematics. Geometry textbook authors use this method to 

prove many theorems. Indirect proofs are also found in both elemen- 

tary and advanced algebra books. In this chapter a number of exam- 

ples of indirect proofs will be considered. Each proof will be class- 

ified as one of the five types of indirect proofs discussed in Chapter I. 

The logical structure of some of the proofs will also be studied. 

Contrapositive. As the first example of the contrapositive 

type of indirect proof consider the following. 

Theorem: If the square of an integer, n, is even, then the 
integer is even. 

Proof: Assume n is odd. Then n = 2k+ 1, where k 
is an integer. Then 

or 

n2 = (2k + 1)2 = 4k 2 
+ 4k+ 1 

n2 = 2(2k2 + 2k) + 1. 

Therefore, n2 is an odd integer. (There is always a 
remainder of one, when n2 is divided by two. ) But this 
contradicts the hypothesis. So " n is odd" must be a 
false assumption, and therefore n is even. 
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In order to expose the logical structure of this proof, symbols 

will be used in place of sentences and the proof will be written in 

column form. The proof assumes that the following definition and 

theorems have been established: 

D: An integer is odd, if and only if it can be expressed as 
2k + 1, where k is an integer. 

T: The arithmetic of integers. 

The following symbols will be used: 

p: The square of an integer, n, is even. 

q: The integer, n, is even. 

--p :: The square of an integer, n, is odd. 

^-q: The integer, n, is odd. 

r; n = 2k + 1 

s: n2 = 2(2k2 + 2k) + 1 

Now the symbolic notation of the theorem is: 

P ~ q 

Proof: 

1. ^- ,q 1. Premise. 

2. q r 2. Premise (D). 

3. r 3. Premise (T). 

ti -- 

s 



4. s H --p 

5. ...q-...,p 

6. P 

7. p q 

4. Premise (D). 

5. Substitution. 

6. Premise (hypothesis). 

7. Contrapositive inference. 
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It can be seen that this proof does have the structure of a 

contrapositive proof as discussed in Chapter I. 

Two additional examples of this type of proof are now pre- 

sented in a form which is representative of that used in high school 

texts. From plane geometry: 

Theorem: The diagonals of a trapezoid cannot bisect each 
other. 

Given: Trapezoid ABCD with diagonals AC and BD. 

Prove: AC and BD cannot bisect each other. 

Proof: 

1. Assume AC and BD 
bisect each other. 

2. Then ABCD is a 
parallelogram. 

1. Hypothetical assumption 

2. If the diagonals of a quadri- 
lateral bisect each other, the 
figure is a parallelogram. 

3. But ABCD is a trapezoid. 3. Given. 

4. This is impossible. 

5. Therefore, AC and BD 
cannot bisect each other. 

4. Definition of a trapezoid. 

5. Original assumption led to a 
contradiction. 

- 
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Finally, from solid geometry: 

Theorem: If two parallel planes are intersected by a third 
plane, the lines of intersection are parallel. 

Given: Planes a, /3, y, with al 11E3 and y intersecting 
a in n and ß in m. 

Prove: m) In . 

Proof: 

1. Assume m and n intersect. 1. Hypothetical assumption. 

2. Then a and ß intersect. 2. If two lines intersect, 
then any plane containing 
the first intersects any 
plane containing the second. 

3. But aIIß 3. Given. 

4. This is impossible. 4. Definition of parallel planes. 

5. Therefore, ml In 5. Original assumption led to a 
contradiction. 

[(pA ^- q) -' q] . Many geometry books use a method of proof 

called the "coincidence method. " This method consists of drawing 

a geometrical figure which has certain desired properties, and proving 

that it coincides with a given geometrical figure. Thus, the properties 

of the drawn figure are assumed for the given figure. This is a form 

of indirect proof. However, the logical structures of such proofs show 

that it is not an essentially different method. Furthermore, different 

examples of this kind of proof may have different logical structures. 
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"coincidence method " proof. 

Theorem: If a line divides two sides of a triangle proportion- 
ally, it is parallel to the third side. e 
Given: AABC 

with CD CE 
D A E B 

Proof: 

Prove: DEI IAB 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Assume DE is not parallel 
to AB. 

Draw DF I IAB. 

CA CB 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Then 
DA FB 

CD CE But 
DA EB 

CA CB Then 
DA EB 

Therefore, FB= EB. 

Thus F coincides with 
E and DF coincides with DE. 

. DE IAB. 

Hypothetical assumption. 

Through a point not on a 
given line one line can be 
drawn parallel to the given 
line. 

A line parallel to one side of 
a triangle divides the other 
two sides proportionally. 

Given. 

Addition property of 
proportions. 

If three terms of one propor- 
tion are equal respectively 
to three terms of another 
proportion, the fourth terms 
must be equal. 

Only one line can be drawn 
through two points. 

Geometric figures which 
coincide have the same 
properties. 

. 

= 
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In order to examine the structure of this proof the following 

symbols are defined: 

P 
CD CE 
DA EB ' q' DE 

I 
IAB 

r: DF I IAB ; --q: DE is not parallel to AB 

s: 

u: 

CA CB 
DA FB ' 

t: CA CB 
DA EB 

FB = EB ; v: DF coincides with DE 

T: an assumption or previsouly proved theorem. 

The theorem is 

Proof: 

q 

1. 

2. 

3. 

r 

r -- s 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Premise. 

Premise (T). 

Premise (T) . 

4. s 4, Modus ponens. 

5. 5. Premise (hypothesis). 

6. p --t 6. Premise (T). 

7. t 7. Modus ponens. 

8. (s A t)-u 8. Premise (T). 

9. u 9. Modus ponens. 

10. u 10. Premise (T). 

- 

P --. 

q 

p 

v 

^ 

- 



11. v 11. Modus ponens. 

12. v -q 12. Premise (T). 

13. q 

14. .. fr'gAP).-q 

15. [(^'gAP)-gl q) 

16. P q 

13. Modus ponens. 

14. Conditional proof (1, 5, 13). 

15. Tautology. 

16. Substitution. 
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In step one (^-q) is assumed and in step five (p) is assumed. 

After a series of steps q is concluded. Thus, the proof establishes 

which is equivalent to (p q). 

The same structure can be found in the proof of an elementary 

property of real numbers. 

Theorem: No real number is smaller than itself. (i. e. If 
x is real, x 4 x. ) 

Proof: Assume there exists a real number, y, such that 
y < y. But an axiom of the real numbers states, "If x < z, 
then z 4 x. " Therefore, if y < y, then y 4 y . 

The simplicity of this proof makes a study of its logical 

structure comparatively simple. If p represents "y is a real 

number, " q represents 

the theorem becomes 

"y4y 
(P -q). 

and e- q) means y<y 

-- 

[(^'qA p) - q3 

" 
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Proof: 
1. ^- q 1. Premise. 

2. p 2. Premise (hypothesis). 

3. (p ^-q) q 3. Premise (axiom). 

4. [(P ^^'g) -q] -(P -'g) 4. Tautology. 

5. P q 5. Substitution. 

[(at!, ^- b)- (^ -a)} . This type of proof is similar to the contra - 

positive proof. However, in this method the hypothesis is a necessary 

premise in implying the negation of the hypothesis. A theorem from 

plane geometry illustrates the logical difference between the two 

forms. 

Theorem: If a line intersects one of two parallel lines, 
then it intersects the other. 

Given: lines .Q , m, n; ml In; .2 intersects m. 

Prove: .Q intersects n. 

Proof: 

1 . Assume .Q I I n 1. Hypothetical assumption. 

2. mI In 

3. .2 I I m 3. Two lines parallel to a third line are 
parallel to each other. 

4. .2 intersects m 4. Given 

5. This is impossible. 5. Definition of parallel lines. 

6. . ,Q intersects n 6. Original as sumption led to a c ontradiction. 

2. Given. 
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The use of the hypothesis in the second step is an essential 

part of the proof. The following symbolic proof will further illustrate 

this fact. Using the symbols: 

p: 

r: .Q intersects n; T: established theorems 

m) In; q: ! intersects m; 

the theorem is 

(PA q)-` r. 
Proof: 
1. r 1. Premise. 

2. p A q 2. Premise (hypothesis). 

3. (PA r)- '-q) 3. Premise (T). 

4. [q A (p A ^- r)] (0\ ^-q) 4. Addition in implication. 

5. [(q A p) A (^-r)] - (qA^ -q) 5. Associative. 

6. ^-[(q A p) A (^-r)] 6. Law of absurdity. 

7. ['NA 13)1V [^-(^- r)] 7. DeMorgan's law for 
conjunction. 

8. [^-(qAp)] V (r) 8. Double negation. 

9. ^-(q/1 p) 9. Disjunctive syllogism 
(1, 8). 

10. [(p/' q) A (^-r)] -[^-(qAp)] 10. Conditional proof 
(1,2,9). 

1 1 . {[ (p 1 q) A (^'r)1- [^' (qAp)] }.-- -[ (PA q)-"r] 11. Tautology. 

12. (P A q)-r 12. Substitution. 

- 
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Proving that the square root of two is not a rational number is 

another example of the third type of indirect proof. The problem can 

be stated as a contitional sentence: If x2 = 2 and a and b are 

relatively prime integers, b 0, then x á 

Proof: Assume x = b for some relatively prime integers 
2 

a and b, b O. Then x2 = But x2 = 2, so 

2 = and 2b2 = a2. Thus 2 is a factor of a2 and 
therefore a factor of a. But if 2 is a factor of a, it is 
twice a factor of a2. This implies that 2 is twice a factor 
of 2b2, and therefore a factor of b2. If 2 is a factor 
of b2, it is a factor of b. Therefore, 2 is a factor of 

a and also a factor of b. But this contradicts the hypothesis 
that a and b are relatively prime. Therefore, x 

b 
for any a, b satisfying the hypothesis. 

In approximately 500 B. C. Pythagoras proved the 'J2 to be 

irrational. His proof is essentially the one presented here. 

Reductio ad absurdum. In some cases assuming a theorem to 

be false implies a contradiction of an established fact. This method 

has been identified as the "reductio ad absurdum" proof. The fol- 

lowing theorem from solid geometry is proved by this method. 

Theorem: Two planes perpendicular to the same line are 
parallel to each other. 

Given: line .Q , planes a, ß with a 1 . and 

Prove: al 10 

a1 . 

i 

} 

. 

2 b 

# 
' 
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Proof: 

1. Assume a and ß intersect, 1. Hypothetical assumption. 
P being a point of the inter- 
section. 

2. all; ßl.2 . 

3. This is impossible. 

2. Given 

3. Through a given point there 
can be one and only one plane 
perpendicular to a given line. 

4. . a II . 4. Original assumption led to a 
contradiction. 

In order to write the same proof symbolically the following 

symbols are defined: 

p: all and ß1.Q ; q: aJ 10 

r: Through a given point there can be one and only one plane 
perpendicular to a given line. 

D: Definition ; T: Theorems. 

Then the theorem and proof become: 

Proof: 

Theorem: p q . 

1. ^,q 1. Premise. 

2. p 2. Premise (hypothesis). 

3 (PA ^- g )'--..., r 3. Premise (D). 

4. ^-r 4. Modus ponens. 

3 

-- 
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5. r 5. Premise (T). 

6. (p A ^q) --(r A ^-r) 6. Conditional proof. 

7. [(PA (r A ^'r)} `--(P -' q) 7. Tautology. 

8. p - q 8. Substitution. 

Euclid proved that the series of prime numbers is infinite by 

a "reductio ad absurdum" proof. He assumed the existence of a 

largest prime and showed that this implied both a statement and its 

negation. 

Theorem: If P is any prime number, then there exists a 
prime number greater than P. 

Proof: Assume P is the largest prime. Then, if a 
number Q is greater than P, Q is not prime. Con- 
sider the number, Q, formed by adding one to the product 
of all of the primes from 2 to P. So Q= (2.3. 5.7. P) +1. 
Now Q is greater than P, and therefore, is not prime. 
But Q is not divisible by 2, 3, 5, 7, , or P. There- 
fore, Q is prime. So the assumption that P is the largest 
prime implies both, "Q is prime, " and, " Q is not 
prime. " Therefore, P is not the largest prime. 

If p is "P is prime, " q is "There exists a prime greater 

than P," and r is "Q is prime, " the proof can be represented as: 

(p A ..'q) -'(r A--r). 

Exclusion. In proofs of theorems which have only two possible 

conclusions for a premise, the "exclusion method" frequently be- 

comes one of the first four types of indirect proof. That is, if 

P (q V r), 

^'q)--- 
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then r is frequently the negation of q. Therefore, by showing that 

r cannot be true, q is proven to be the true conclusion. The 

method used to show that r is false may be one of the preceding 

methods of indirect proof. 

However, when there are more than two possible conclusions, 

the "exclusion method" will have a logical structure which is essen- 

tially different from each of the other methods. Proving properties 

involving inequalities is an area of proof suited for the "exclusion 

method. " Consider the following theorem from elementary algebra. 

Theorem: If a and b are positive real numbers and 
a > b, then '/a > Nib . 

Proof: By the trichotomy property of the ordering of real 
numbers, either N./a< Nib, or ^/a = Nib, or N/a > N/b. 
Assume '/a < Nib. Then a < b. But this contradicts the 
hypothesis, a >b. So 'Ja 4 Nib. Assume ^/a = Nib. Then 
a = b. But this contradicts the hypothesis, a > b. 
So "/a iN/b. Therefore, '/a < nib. 

The following symbols will represent the sentences involved 

in the above proof: 

p: a and b are positive real numbers, a > b. 

q: N/a > Nib ; r: N/a < Nib ; s: N/a = N/b . 

T: Established properties of real numbers. 

The theorem can now be respresented as: 
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{P-[(gVrV s)A (^'r)A(^'s)1 

Proof: 

q). 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

p 

p --(q V r s) 

(q V r v s) 

r 

(pA r) -(^'p) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Premise (hypothesis). 

Premise (T). 

Modus ponens. 

Premise . 

Premise (T). 

6. {pA [(Pnr)_-..(^'p1}-[^'(pAr)1 6. Contrapositive 
inference. 

7. ^-(p A r) 7. Modus ponens (1, 5, 6). 

8. (^-p) V (^-r) 8. De Morgan's law for 
conjunction. 

9. ^- r 9. Disjunctive syllogism 
(1, 8). 

10. s 10. Premise. 

11. (p A s ) -w (^'p) 11. Premise (T). 

12. {p A [(P A s)--'-(^'p)11-q^'(PA s)1 12. Contrapositive 
inference. 

13. --(PA s) 13. Modus ponens (1, 11, 12). 

14. (^-p ) V (^- s ) 14. De Morgan's law for 
conjunction. 

15. ^s 15. Disjunctive syllogism 
(1, 14). 

16. p".[(gVrVs)A(^'r)A(^'s)1 16. Conditional proof 
(1,3,9, 15). 

17. {p-[(qvrVs)A(^'r)A(^'s)1}-(13 ~q) 17. Tautology. 

18. p - q 18. Modus ponens. 
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In geometry the position of a point with respect to a circle 

gives rise to another trichotomy situation. As a final example con- 

sider the proof of the theorem: If the hypotenuse of a right triangle 

is a diameter of a circle, then the vertex of the right angle is on the 

circle. 

Given: right &ABC with right angle at C; AB is diameter 
of O Q. 

Prove: C is on circle Q. 

Proof: 

1. Either C is inside Q, 1. All possible conclusions. 
outside Q or on Q. 

2. Assume C is inside Q. 2. Hypothetical assumption. 

3. Extend segment AC intersecting 3. A line segment can be 
Q in point D. extended infinitely far 

in either direction. 

4. L ADB is a right angle. 4. An angle inscribed in a 
semi -circle is a right 
angle. 

5. L ACB is a right angle. 5. Given. 

6. This is impossible. 6. Only one perpenidcular 
can be drawn from a given 
point (B) to a given line 
(AC). 

7. Therefore, C is not inside Q. 7. Original assumption led 
to a contradiction. 

8. Assume C is outside Q, so 8. Hypothetical assumption. 
that AC intersects Q in point E. 



9. L AEB is a right angle. 

10. This is impossible. 
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9. An angle inscirbed in a 
semi -circle is a right 
angle. 

10. Only one perpendicular can 
be drawn from a given point 
(B) to a given line (AC) . 

11. Therefore, C is not outside Q. 11. Original assumption led to 
a contradiction. 

12. Therefore, C is on circle Q. 12. Only remaining possibility. 
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